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Abstract 

With this paper we want to verify if the integration of political discourses into the socio-technical map 

(ST-map) will help to achieve a better understanding of the past, present and future innovation processes 

affecting the societal function of urban mobility. 

We test the modified ST-map in two cases: 1) The revision of the 2030 scenarios of urban mobility that 

were proposed in Marletto (2014), and 2) The retrospective analysis of the Freiburg (D) case. 

The two tests prove that with the integration of political discourses the ST-map improves its ability to 

represent the dynamics of urban mobility (both past and future). In particular, the modified ST-map 

shows that there is a mutual dependence between the actual policy approach to urban mobility, and the 

ability of competing networks of influencing the arena where different political discourses face each 

other. Moreover, it is apparent that more sustainable practice may eventually emerge only if a new 

network of innovators is able to scale up a cumulative causation process involving legitimacy, 

empowerment and supporting policies. 

 

Keywords: Urban mobility; Political discourse; System innovation; Sustainable mobility; Scenario 

analysis. 

 

1. Introduction 

With this paper we want to verify if the integration of political discourses into the 

socio-technical map (ST-map) will help to achieve a better understanding of the past, 

present and future dynamics of urban mobility. 

The ST-map was proposed by one of us as a graphical tool that – notwithstanding its 

simplicity – is able to synthesize all relevant information on the innovation of urban 

mobility (Marletto, 2014): technologies, business models, networks of innovative actors 

and their strategies. In particular, the ST-map was used: a) to represent the current 

situation of urban mobility, and b) to envisage three alternative 2030 scenarios (“Auto-

city”, “Eco-city” and “Electri-city”). The ST-map has also been acknowledged by other 

scholars as a tool that can help understanding the dynamics of urban mobility (Marx et 

al., 2015). 

In the above paper the relevance of the political dimension of innovation processes 

was acknowledged; in particular, 2030 scenarios resulted from some “socio-technical 
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transition pathway” (Geels and Schot, 2007) along which innovative actors sustained 

the co-evolution of techno-economic and socio-political changes. But no political 

elements was shown directly in the ST-map, thus hindering a crucial constituent of what 

should have been understood, that is, the generation of innovations. 

We fill such a gap by integrating the political dimension of innovation into the ST-

map. In particular, we position all relevant systems and actors of urban mobility also 

with reference to the prevailing “political discourses” (Hajer, 1995; Hajer and Versteeg, 

2005). Indeed, we believe that the concept of political discourse is the best suited to 

represent how competing networks of innovative actors influence collective meanings 

and values, public debates, political agendas and, eventually, the generation of actual 

policies.  

We test the modified ST-map in two cases: 1) The revision of the 2030 scenarios of 

urban mobility, and 2) The analysis of the Freiburg (D) case. 

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the essential basic 

concepts of the socio-technical approach to system innovation are presented; in Section 

3 we explain in brief how a ST-map can be drawn and how it can be used to build 

alternative scenarios; in Sections 4 and 5 we deliver the analysis of the two test cases; in 

Section 6 we offer some conclusions to the reader. 

 

2. The socio-technical approach to system innovation: basic concepts 

 

2.1. Socio-technical systems and their supporting networks of innovators 

The seminal book of Frank Geels (2005) is the basic reference to the socio-technical 

(ST) approach to the analysis of system innovation. In this approach any social function 

– such as feeding, housing, mobility, supply of energy, healthcare, etc. – is fulfilled by 

one or more ST systems. Each ST system is a (a more or less) stable configuration 

consisting of a network of supporting social agents and a structure of material and 

immaterial constituents (infrastructures, knowledge, rules, financial resources, etc.).  

Usually one ST system holds a dominant position, that is, it is very stable and strongly 

influences the dynamics of the whole social function, and of other stable (but subaltern 

or residual) ST systems. In particular, dominant positions usually generate path-

dependence and lock-in phenomena at the level of the whole societal function which in 

turn hinder the emergence of new ST systems. Only ST “niches” are partially or totally 

protected from the selection pressure generated by the dominant ST system. Taking 

advantage of any kind of barrier (geographical, technological, commercial, 

institutional), ST niches are essential for the incubation and experimentation of 

innovations, and for the gradual structuring and empowerment of a new ST system. 

Before that possibly happens, ST niches feature – by definition – low levels of both 

stability and power (Schot and Geels, 2007; Smith and Raven, 2012). 

As stated above, a network of supporting social agents is a relevant constituent of a 

ST system. These social agents must be considered as innovators whenever they are 

interested in changing the ST system they belong to. Even when a ST system is 

defending its dominant position through innovation its supporting actors – also called  

“core actors” (Smith et al., 2005) – must be considered as innovators. Social agents that 

are interested into the emergence of a new ST system should always be considered as 

innovators; these innovators – often starting their activities in ST niches – are also 

called “enactors” (Suurs et al., 2010). Networks of innovators contribute not only to 
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technological or commercial novelties, but also to changes taking place in the political 

dimension of a social function. 

There is a strict relation between agents' power and their ability to generate effective 

political innovations. In particular, core actors of a dominant ST system feature high 

levels of power and legitimacy and they are able to use their endowments to influence 

the dynamics of politics and policy. On the contrary, enactors must scale up a 

cumulative process between empowerment, legitimation and networking in order to 

gain a stable role into the public debate and possibly to influence the direction of change 

of agendas and actual policies (Avelino and Rotmans, 2009). This is why some scholars 

describes the competition between networks of dominant core-actors and networks of 

enactors as a “battle over institutions” or – in order to stress that social agents' interests 

and political narratives are entrenched – as a “battle over discourses” (Hekkert et al., 

2007; Kern, 2011). 

It is also apparent that the whole “demography” of networks of innovators is relevant 

to understand the dynamics of a social function: the creation of a new network from 

scratch; an individual agent joining a network or migrating from a network to another; 

the merging, splitting and re-assortment of networks; etc.. Inter alia, all the above 

implies that the dynamics of a social function is generated by both cooperative and 

competition mechanisms, taking place within and between networks of innovators, 

respectively. 

 

2.2. The political dimension of transition pathways: adaptation vs take-over 

The dynamics of ST systems may be grouped into two large families: the adaptation 

of a dominant ST system and the establishment of a new dominant position. Niches play 

a relevant role in both kinds of dynamics: in the case of adaptation, niches may cluster 

with the dominant ST system; in the case of the establishment of a new dominant 

position, niches contribute to threaten the dominant ST system and possibly take it over.  

Geels and Schot (2007) have provided a typology of ST transition pathways in which 

the role of innovators is explicitly considered. Haxeltine et al. (2008) explain such a 

typology in terms of “transformative mechanisms” that allow innovators to have access 

to new material and immaterial endowments through the creation or reconfiguration of 

their networks. As shown in Table 1, four transition pathways can be considered.  

In the case of the adaptation of a dominant ST system the economic and technological 

dimension of the ST transition pathway are more relevant: innovators who are able to 

implement commercial and technological innovations are the main drivers of change. 

The political dimension is less relevant, yet active. Core actors of the dominant ST 

system invest their endowments: a) to keep gaining support (or a weak pressure) from 

the dominant approach to policy, and b) to counteract the voice of enactors and core 

actors of other ST system into the public debate. If necessary, the dominant network 

may try to absorb some opposing or competing social agents in order to: benefit from 

their pressure for innovation; weaken their potential disruptive effects; and avoid the 

risk that they coalesce with others (Walker, 2000). 

The political dimension of the ST transition pathway becomes more relevant than the 

economic and technological ones when a dominant position is taken over. The 

emergence of a new – and potentially dominant – network of innovators results from a 

cumulative process that may be triggered by one or more of the following factors: the 

migration of a stable ST system from another societal function; the coalescing of many 

niches and subaltern ST systems; the increasing empowerment of a ST system that – 
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after reaching a dominant position in a single location – migrates to other geographical 

areas. With the exception of the former case, techno-economic innovators may not have 

a leading role since the beginning: only when business opportunities become apparent 

they start playing a more active role. In all other cases grassroots political innovators 

play a relevant role, especially in the starting steps of the transition. Afterwards, socio-

political and techno-economic enactors realize that their actions and goals are consistent 

and may be coordinated; this why a network of innovators is gradually created that is 

able to scale up the cumulative causation process between the enlistment of an 

increasing number of members and the growing influence on political institutions. At 

the beginning of this process political legitimation is the main target, then explicit 

advocacy and direct lobbying become more and more important, also with the purpose 

to destabilize the existing dominant position. Before achieving durable credibility and a 

stable influence on agendas, formal norms and policies, the emerging network must be 

able to affect shared cultures, political discourses and ideas, and informal rules. When 

successful, the ST transition pathway reaches a tipping point and ends up with the 

whole societal function locked in a new ST system, whose dominant position is 

supported by new dominant policies. 

Table 1: Socio-technical transition pathways: an overview. 

 

Adaptation of the dominant ST system Creation of a new dominant position 

(takeover) 
Transition 

pathway 

Transformation Reconfiguration Substitution De-alignment and 

re-alignment 
     

Innovators' 

main strategy 

Core actors react to 

external pressures 

Integration of new 

actors into the 

supporting network 

of innovators 

Core actors of 

other ST systems 

take over and 

change the 

dominant ST 

system 

A network of  

enactors establishes 

a new ST system 

while the dominant 

ST system is 

destabilized by 

external pressures 
     

Main 

transformative 

mechanisms 

Internal adjustment 

and maintenance 

 

Absorption of new 

actors 

Competition 

between the 

dominant ST 

system and a new 

ST system 

Clustering and 

empowering of 

niches and 

subaltern systems 

 

Source: Adapted from Geels and Schot (2007) and Haxeltine et al. (2008). 

 

3. From a socio-technical map to alternative scenarios 

 

3.1. How to build a socio-technical map in four steps 

Step 1 – Determine what is the field of analysis 

The socio-technical (ST) analysis of system innovations applies to societal functions, 

such as feeding, housing, mobility, etc.. It is just at such an overall level that societal 

changes generated by system innovations can be more easily analyzed and understood. 

In particular, all relevant political changes that make a transition pathway viable take 

place at the level of societal functions (if not at the level of the whole society). When a 

ST-map is applied to societal sub-functions its analytic potential is reduced; in these 
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cases it is apparent the risk to focus on techno-economic innovations, while political 

changes are mostly considered exogenous (Marletto et al., in press). 

Societal functions – and all systems and niches that provide it – usually reproduce on 

multiple scales, that is, simultaneously at the global, national and local level. Moreover, 

the dynamics at different scales may show some misalignment. The ST-map is able to 

represent such a space complexity by combining the global picture with national/local 

specificities (see below, Step 2). Moreover, the ST- map can also be used to analyze 

how a societal function changes in a specific local area: these very local ST-maps are 

useful to understand why local configurations (dominant positions; systems and niches; 

policies; etc.) differ from global ones. 

Step 2 – Identify the relevant systems and niches and their networks of innovators 

Once determined which is the societal function to be analyzed, it is usually easy to 

identify all systems that contribute to its provision, and – for each of them – who are the 

main members of their supporting network of innovators. It must be remembered that 

innovators can be: Authorities, companies, other organizations (such as political or trade 

associations), grassroots movements, media, etc.. 

The dominant system (if any), other systems, and niches are represented differently 

into the ST-map. 

Also local systems and niches – when relevant – can be represented in a specific way. 

In this case the graphical representation of their supporting network of innovators is 

lost, and this information must be given in the accompanying text. 

Step 3 – Draw the two dimensions of the ST-map 

The ST-map is framed by two dimensions. 

Dimension 1 represents the relevant political discourses on sustainability, that is, how 

the current and future sustainability of the analyzed societal function is interpreted by 

innovators. The standard articulation of sustainability in its environmental, social and 

economic constituents should be remembered when looking for political discourses. 

Political discourses may be represented in the ST-map with a claim in order to make 

them more understandable to the reader.  

Dimension 2 of the ST-map represents the techno-economic competences that are 

leveraged by innovators to promote change. Such competences may refer either to 

business or productive models. In other cases, technologies may be considered. 

Step 4 – Position systems, niches (and the dominant policy) into the ST-map 

Systems and niches previously identified can now be positioned with reference to the 

two dimensions of the ST-map. Such a positioning represents to which political 

discourse and to which techno-economic competence mostly refers the network of 

innovators of any given system or niche. Systems and niches may be unequivocally 

centered on one political discourse and on one techno-economic competence, or they; 

instead, they may refer to two (or more) political discourses and techno-economic 

competences. 

Also the dominant policy can be represented into the ST-map. Its positioning must be 

interpreted as that of systems and niches. It must be stressed that when the dominant 

policy is inside a system (usually the dominant one) that means that a networks of 

innovators has been able to influence (and possibly to “capture”) the political dimension 

of the whole societal function. 
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3.2.  From maps to transitions 

The ST-map can be used to represent either the current situation of a societal function 

or its prospective or retrospective dynamics. In the latter case the history of a societal 

function can be represented through a sequence of ST-maps, each referring to a single 

moment of (relative) stability of the societal function. 

Things are more complex when ST-maps are used to envisage the future evolution of 

a societal function. In these cases, the analysis of the current potential for change is used 

to build (usually more than one) scenario. Consistently with the ST approach to system 

innovation, such a potential is to be found in those ongoing techno-economic and 

political changes that can trigger and make viable the 'demography' of systems and their 

supportive networks. In particular, the result of the transition from current to future 

settings of the analyzed societal function can be represented in the ST-map as: 

- the shift of existing systems and niches, 

- the empowering of niches becoming systems, 

- the empowering of systems becoming dominant, 

- the disappearing of existing niches and systems, 

- the destabilization (and possible disappearing) of dominant systems, 

- the emergence of new niches and systems (possibly reaching a dominant position), 

- the disappearing or emergence of a dominant policy, 

- the entering of systems from outside the societal function, 

- the absorption of new members in a network of innovators (possibly coming from 

other systems or societal functions), 

- the clustering of (either existing or new) systems and niches. 

 

4. Test 1: urban mobility from the current situation to 2030 alternative 

scenarios 

 

4.1.  The current situation of urban mobility 

Systems of urban mobility 

The individual car is largely acknowledged as the dominant ST system of urban 

mobility, not only for its striking share of the mobility market (more than 80% of total 

journeys in all developed countries, and an ever increasing modal share in emerging 

economies), as for the ability of its supporting network (where big global automotive 

and oil companies are the main core-actors) to influence institutions, policies and the 

society as a whole (Marletto, 2011). 

Public transport systems are usually considered as subaltern to the individual car 

system, because of low modal share (often less than 10% of total mobility) and limited 

influence on national policies. Even if with some relevant exceptions (see below) public 

transport remains associated to the image of “transport for the poor” (Dennis and Urry, 

2009). The most relevant actors in the supporting networks of these systems are local: 

public transport companies, and urban and regional Authorities. At the urban and 

regional level these systems are usually able to obtain a significant amount of public 

resources which are used to build dedicated infrastructures and subsidize services. 

The bicycle is the other subaltern – if not marginal – system of urban mobility: in 

Northern America, Europe and Australia its average share of trips is negligible, that is, 

around 2%. Starting from the mid-70s the bicycle has experienced a revival supported 

by local and national coalitions of public actors and grassroots movements, both aiming 
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at higher level of users’ health, urban livability and environmental quality. In some 

countries these coalitions have been able to gain an influence on national policies too: in 

The Netherlands, Denmark and Germany more than 10% of today mobility is assured 

by bicycles, and in some pro-bike cities of these countries bicycles serve more than 25% 

of total trips (Pucher and Buehler, 2008).  

Sharing schemes are a multitude of niches and systems which provide members with 

access to a vehicle for short-term useSharing has experienced a rapid extension from 

cars to bicycles, with the Parisian “Velib” bike-sharing scheme as the most relevant 

example. Worldwide the most recent figures count more than 1,000 cities hosting a 

bike-sharing scheme (with around 1.25 million bicycles) and almost five millions 

carsharing1 members (with more than 100,000 vehicles) (MetroBike, 2016; Shaheen and 

Cohen, 2016). It must be stressed that most of the pioneering experiences of carsharing 

were initially supported by non-profit actors (e.g., ShareCom in Switzerland – then 

merged in Mobility – and Cambio in Germany) and then evolved into commercial 

initiatives. 

In several world urban areas successful local niches and systems of integrated 

mobility have generated a reduction of the use of individual cars down to 40% of total 

mobility (or less). In this areas, all alternatives to the individual car – public transport, 

sharing schemes, “soft mobility” (that is, bicycles+pedestrians) – are integrated by hard 

and soft measures of urban planning and transport policy. Examples of already 

established systems of this kind can be found in some capital cities too, such as 

Amsterdam, Bogotà, Copenhagen, Paris, Stockholm. 

Discourses on (sustainable) urban mobility 

Today urban mobility is considered unsustainable because of its negative 

environmental, social and economic impacts. Most of these negative impacts are 

associated to the use of cars as an individual mean of urban mobility; this is why the 

political debate on the sustainability of urban mobility is mostly centered on the 

(excessive) use of cars in urban areas. And it is just the car that stays center stage of one 

of the political discourses on urban mobility: ‘Mobility as a driver of development’ (or 

‘Modernization’). Indeed, the car is considered as a driver of positive impacts: because 

of the huge investments and jobs it brings along, and because it bestows to all 

individuals the privilege of free circulation that used to be the privilege of the rich. 

Also another political discourse on urban mobility mostly focuses on the car, in 

particular on its negative impacts: 'Mobility as a generator of harmful impacts' (or 

'Sustainability’). In this case the attention is towards all actions that can reduce the 

negative impacts generated by urban mobility, and in particular by the excessive use of 

individual (internal combustion) cars. 

A further political discourse on urban mobility actually derives from a wider debate 

on urban planning: ‘Mobility as a determinant of the quality of urban spaces' (or 'Urban 

livability'). The organization of urban space has changed since motorization diffused in 

cities: what was freely accessible it has been strictly regulated; what was a living space, 

it has become a transport infrastructure. As a result the quality of urban spaces has 

worsened. This is why a worldwide movement reclaiming quality urban spaces also 

aims at limiting or banning motorized traffic – in particular in residential areas – and at 

promoting non-motorized mobility (e.g., through pedestrian areas, traffic calming 

measures, car-free neighborhoods, paths reserved to pedestrians and bicycles, etc.). 

                                                 
1  In the UK carsharing schemes are known as ‘car clubs’ and carsharing is a synonymous of car 

pooling, i.e. the shared use of a car owned by one of the travelers. 
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The last political discourse we consider here is also the oldest one: ‘Mobility as a 

right’ (or 'Welfarism'). Today the public provision and subsidization of collective 

transport services is diffused worldwide. This is the result of a process that started at the 

beginning of the last century in European and Northern America cities, where public 

transit systems were realized in order to ensure to all citizens the right to mobility. 

These urban transport services were (and still are) considered as a constituent of the 

welfare state, and as such they have been involved in the more recent debate on the 

privatization and liberalization of public utilities, but with more limited changes than in 

other sectors (e.g., energy and telecom). 

These discourses are not completely independent of each other. Because of the 

diffusion of individual cars in developed and emerging countries, the political discourse 

of ‘Welfarism’ has become less and less relevant: for only a marginal share of urban 

residents public transport is the only alternative to get around. Also because of this 

change, public transit is more and more viewed as a mean to aim at urban sustainability 

and livability. Moreover, the discourses of ‘Sustainability’ and ‘Urban livability’ feature 

a large overlapping, in particular because urban areas where motorized traffic is banned 

or limited, are also areas with reduced level of air pollution, accidents and noise. Also 

the discourses of ‘Sustainability’ and ‘Development’ partially overlaps, but only when 

actions for sustainable urban transport incorporate huge investments and jobs. This is 

not the case of actions for ‘Urban livability’ that are mostly realized through soft 

measures. 

The socio-technical map of today's urban mobility 

All the elements that are considered relevant for the reproduction of the societal 

function of urban mobility are represented in the following ST-map (Figure 1). The ST-

map of urban mobility does not refer to a specific urban situation; on the contrary, an 

explicit attempt is made to deliver an analysis representing all the (both global and 

local) dynamics that are relevant at a global scale.  

The ST-map of urban mobility is based on two dimensions: 

- Discourses on urban mobility described above are listed along the horizontal 

dimension; 

- Business models are listed along the vertical dimension. Three typologies are 

considered (from bottom to top): 'Sell vehicles'; 'Rent vehicles'; 'Manage transport 

systems'. 

The positioning of ST systems and niches of urban mobility with respect to such two 

dimensions reflects the relevant knowledge that ST systems and niches of urban 

mobility leverage in order to foster technological, organizational and political 

innovations.



 

Figure 1: The socio-technical map of urban mobility: current situation. 
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4.2. The future of urban mobility: auto-city, eco-city or electri-city? 

The potential for change 

The societal function of urban mobility as a whole is under the pressure of a twofold 

quest for global sustainability and urban livability.  

Starting from its dominant position, the 'individual car' system is already looking for 

an effective answer to such demand for change. Innovation strategies refer to: more 

efficient internal combustion; downsizing; “hybridization”; full electric propulsion; 

carsharing; vehicle-to-grid (V2G). Producers of batteries – and other electric and 

electronic components – play a more and more relevant role in the trajectory of 

electrification (Orsato et al., 2012; Wells et al., 2012; OECD et al., 2014). Most of these 

innovation are supported by national policies for “ecological” cars. 

Another relevant endogenous dynamic refers to the increasing number of cities where 

a transition to a new system of integrated mobility is gaining ground, or even – in the 

most dynamic areas – is already accomplished. This is mainly the result of the ability of 

local networks of innovators to influence the urban policy arena, by fostering a new 

political discourse that hybridize sustainability and urban livability issues, and by 

obtaining a radical change in actual policies. A not secondary constituent of this 

political process is the involvement of public transport that moves away from the 

political discourse of 'mobility as a right'. In some cases (e.g., Netherlands, Switzerland) 

these innovators has gained political legitimacy at the national level too.  

The last – but highly relevant – potential for change is coming from the entry of 

electric operators (producers of electricity and managers of electric grids) into the 

societal function of urban mobility. These actors already feature high level of 

competences, resources and legitimacy; in particular, they are able to found their actions 

on a successful hybridization of the political discourses of 'modernization' and 

'sustainability'. 

Also the actors involved in the development of a full self-driving car should be 

considered (Lari et al., 2015).  

Specific transition pathways will be triggered and deployed if one or another of the 

above potential for changes will prevail. 

Transition pathway to scenario 1 – ‘Auto-city’ 

This first transition pathway emerges from the reconfiguration of the existing 

‘individual car’ dominant system and is generated by the absorption of new industrial 

actors, in particular producers of batteries, that may bring along the crucial competence 

to develop the electric car and to respond to shift of dominant policies from 

'modernization' to 'sustainability' and 'urban livability'. (Elzen et al., 2004; Dennis and 

Urry, 2009). At the same time oil companies should lose their position as a core-actor or 

eventually change their core-business, while managers of electric grids may enter the 

coalition supporting the system. 

Along the transition pathway the business model remains focused on selling cars to 

individual consumers, but – if also carsharing schemes are steadily integrated – it could 

be extended to the 'rent' option too.  

If one looks at a likely ending-point of this first transition pathway (see Figure 2) the 

‘individual car’ system keeps its dominant position on urban mobility. 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Figure 2 – The socio-technical map of urban mobility: 2030 ‘Auto-city’ scenario 
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Transition pathway to scenario 2 – ‘Eco-city’ 

In this transition pathway coalitions of urban networks support a new political 

discourse of urban mobility and foster the creation of new urban systems of integrated 

mobility (Vergragt and Brown, 2007). Along the pathway the main transformative 

mechanism in place is the clustering – first locally and then nationally – of existing and 

emerging niches and systems of mobility. In particular: more and more local public 

transport systems move away from the political discourse of 'mobility as a right', and the 

individual bicycle system gradually moves from the 'sell' to 'rent' business model. 

Producers of EVs are gradually absorbed into the system, mostly as suppliers of all kind 

of vehicles for sharing schemes and fleet operators; providers of ICT devices for 

individual transport planning are absorbed too (Dijk et al., 2013). Moreover, Google – 

or other non-automotive producers of self-driving cars – may enter this new network as 

providers of new (fully floating) carsharing schemes. 

Figure 3 represents the ending point of this transition. In 2030 stable national 

coalitions of local networks support the reproduction of urban systems of integrated 

mobility, while the individual car is in a subordinate position, supported by the few 

surviving world automotive companies. 

Transition pathway to scenario 3 – ‘Electri-city’ 

In this transition pathway local and national electric operators are interested in the 

adaptation of their systems to the diffusion of EVs, because they aim at the new frontier 

of smart grids (SGs). SGs are able to exchange electricity with distributed energy 

resources, also in order to increase grid stability and reduce demand-supply unbalances, 

in particular in the case of renewable sources (Mullan et al., 2012). 

The positive results of first local tests fuel the interest of operators coming from 

different sectors: not only managers of electric grids, but also producers of batteries, 

suppliers of ICT components and – last but not least – producers of plug-in cars. Also as 

a result of the increasing pressures of all these operators on political institutions, 

national schemes to support SG+EV systems are implemented in several countries 

(Leurent and Windisch, 2011). Moreover, already established purchase subsidies are 

restricted to plug-in electric cars only and are integrated with investments on old and 

new infrastructures (e.g., metropolitan railway networks and SGs). 

The final scenario emerging from this transition pathway is represented in Figure 4. 

This is the result of a successful “takeover bid” on the ‘individual car’ system which is 

launched by enactors (then core-actors) coming from another societal function.  

 

 

 



 

 

 
Figure 3 – The socio-technical map of urban mobility: 2030 ‘Eco-city’ scenario 
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Figure 4 – The socio-technical map of urban mobility: 2030 ‘Electri-city’ scenario 
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5. Test 2: Freiburg from ‘Auto-city’ to ‘City of short distances’ (1945-2010) 

 

Freiburg is a city of 153.06 km2 of extension including a 40% of forests. It is located 

in the southwest of Germany, at the edge of the Black Forest and a few kilometers from 

France and Switzerland. Freiburg has 225,000 inhabitants, including 30,000 students; its 

District has 650,000 inhabitants (Haag, 2013). Approximately 95,000 people work in 

Freiburg and 65% of workers use the cars to move to or from the city (Beim and Haag, 

2010; 2003 data). The city has experienced over the years, a systematic growth of both 

outbound and inbound commuters. The city also attracts about 3 million tourists per 

year. 

Freiburg is quite flat and there are no significant barriers to cycling and to the 

operation of a tram network. Since 1990 Freiburg stopped following the same 

increasing pattern of car use of Germany and the USA; as a result,  the modal shares of  

public transport and cycling have increased (Table 2). This transition will be analysed 

with a sequence of ST-maps, each representing a significant historical moment of the 

mobility system of Freiburg. 

Table 2 - Modal split of urban mobility in the city of Freiburg 

Year 
Walking Cycling Public transport Car (drivers) Car (passengers) 

1982 35% 15% 11% 30% 9% 

1989 24% 21% 18% 29% 7% 

1999 24% 28% 18% 24% 6% 

2001 24% 28% 18% 30% 

Source: Banister, 2005; Beim & Haag, 2010; Freiburg City Council, 1999 
 

5.1. The growth of motorization (1945-1969) 

We can find the basis for the transition pathway of Freiburg in a series of subsequent 

events beginning at the end of World War II. In 1944 the 80% of Freiburg was 

destroyed by an air raid. The reconstruction began in 1947: all destroyed areas were 

rebuilt by following the principles of continuity with the past, and quality. Policies also 

promoted the use of private cars. Even if the traditional materials and design of 

buildings and medieval irregular narrow streets were maintained, the old historic 

squares were transformed in parking lots and a direct connection between the Autobahn 

and the city center was built. In 1949 in Freiburg there were only five small streets in 

the city center where the car could not enter; walkability was not considered as a 

constituent of the urban mobility system; pedestrians were not considered by policies. 

(Crowhurst Lennard and Lennard, 1995; Buehler and Pucher, 2011; Medearis and 

Daseking, 2012; Kelemen R. D., 2015) 

Furthermore, after the end of the World War II, the Wirtschaftswunder (economic 

miracle) occurred: inflation was low and there was a rapid industrial growth. In this 

context, the population of Freiburg grew and it was necessary to build new settlements 

at the borders of the existing old city. As well as throughout Europe and the USA, the 

Freiburg 1955 Land Use Plan focused on the urban expansion made possible by the use 

of private cars. New settlements were characterized by large streets and parking lots. At 

the same time, tram lines were progressively abandoned and buses (though less 

efficient) were preferred. As a result, public transport was less and less important and – 



 

   

as the ST-map of 1969 shows – it no longer represented the dominant transport system 

(Figure 5). At the same time, car ownership and use increased: in 1950, in Freiburg 

there were much more cars and light trucks than in West Germany (28 vs 18 per 1,000 

inhabitants, respectively); from 1950 to 1970, air pollution, traffic fatalities, and traffic 

congestion increased. (Pucher and Clorer, 1992; Buehler and Pucher, 2011; Kelemen, 

2015) 

 

5.2. The change begins (1970-1979) 

At the end of the 60’s a change of direction affected Freiburg transport policies. The 

second Land Use Plan was never approved. It was car-oriented as the first: just for this 

reason a long debate among citizens, council members and administrations took place. 

In the 70’s, it was finally shelved (Buehler and Pucher , 2011). As a result, the city of 

Freiburg – unlike most other German cities – has never destroyed the historic center to 

improve the accessibility of cars: the modernist phase did not leave its strong footprint 

in the planning of urban structure (Beim and Haag, 2010).  

The first Integral Traffic Plan was drafted in 1969. In this plan, even if the dominant 

system of transportation was the individual car (Figure 6), the needs of non-motorized 

inhabitants were respected. Another step into the direction of the ‘Eco-city’ model 

occurred in 1971: the Network of Cycling Routes Plan was drawn up and approved by 

the City Council. Since this first step cycling increased its importance in Freiburg 

transport policy. In 1972, Freiburg municipality decided to maintain and expand the 

tram network; this action was based on modern concepts: separate tracks, priority traffic 

light junctions, a higher average speed. In 1973, the Freiburg city center has been 

transformed into a pedestrian area. This urban intervention helped to develop a new 

urban culture characterized by two elements: the preservation of the old town and the 

increase of cycling and walking. (Beim and Haag, 2010). 

The opening to pedestrian and cycling mobility, and public transport was due to 

several environmental and social problems caused directly by the car-based system. In 

addition, two events (the building of nuclear power plants and the 1973 oil crisis) 

brought public opinion to look with interest to the energy matter and to take side in a 

strong way in favour of a reduction of energy consumption in all sectors. In this context, 

the policies based on land use change and car-oriented urban transport no longer found a 

wide consensus. Furthermore, the participatory and inclusive model at the base of the 

struggle of Freiburg citizens fight against the nearby Wyhl nuclear power plant had an 

overall influence on local political practices; in particular, the City adopted a policy 

approach based on collective discussion where citizens may take part in collective 

decisions. A very important role was played by the interaction between students and 

large organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce. (Patterson, 1986; Bratzel 1999; 

Karapin, 2007; Beim and Haag, 2010). 

In 1979 the Second Integral Traffic Plan was drafted and approved by the City 

Council. In this plan, unlike the previous one, pedestrians, bicycles and public transport 

had the same importance as individual cars, but still they were not considered as parts of 

an integrated system of urban mobility (Beim and Haag, 2010). This is why in the 1979 

ST-map there is no dominant policy (Figure 6).  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 5 - The socio-technical map of the 1969 Freiburg mobility system 
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Figure 6 - The socio-technical map of the 1979 Freiburg mobility system 
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5.3. The ‘City of short distances’ (1980-2010) 

In 1989, the third Integral Traffic Plan was approved. It aimed at reducing car use 

through the promotion of environmental friendly transport modes and the 

implementation of some restrictions to car traffic (Beim and Haag, 2010). This is the 

first Freiburg Plan that considers urban liveability as the main policy goal. Only in the 

two following Integral Traffic Plans environmental sustainability was considered as a 

policy goal (Figure 7).  

With the Integral Traffic Plan of 1999, Freiburg took a further step towards the ‘Eco-

city’ (Freiburg City Council, 1999). Besides reducing car traffic, it considered the 

overall transport system in which, public transportation, walking and cycling, worked in 

an integrated manner (Beim and Haag, 2010). 

Also in the Transportation Plan in 2002 the main goals were to improve urban 

liveability, environmental sustainability, public transport and accessibility conditions for 

pedestrians and cyclists. Transportation policies were integrated with urban planning 

and tall he above goals were calibrated to the conditions of population growth and 

regional development. As a result, many measure have been implemented to reduce car 

use. The best known was the introduction, in 1984, of a low-cost monthly ticket called 

"urban environmental protection ticket" that turned into a regional ticket afterwards 

(FritzRoy and Smith, 1998; Beim and Haag, 2010). Around 86% of all journeys by 

public transport in Freiburg are made by the owners of monthly or annual tickets. Other 

measures (provided for in 2010) to increase sustainable transport included: traffic 

management policies, such as the further extension of the tram network, development of 

cycling infrastructure and improvement of walkability; land use policies, such as the 

better use of urban areas with brownfield investments and the functional mix of 

neighborhoods. (Beim and Haag, 2010) 

All the above plan and interventions have contributed to create the currently 

dominating integrated system of urban mobility also called the ‘City of Short Distances’ 

(Figure 7).  

 



 

 

Figure 7 - The socio-technical map of the 2010 Freiburg mobility system 
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6. Conclusions 

 

With this paper we wanted to verify if the integration of political discourses into the 

socio-technical map (ST-map) will help to achieve a better understanding of the past, 

present and future dynamics of urban mobility. 

Starting from Marletto (2014) we have modified the representation of the current 

situation of urban mobility (at a global scale) and the three alternative 2030 scenarios. 

We show that with the substitution of the axis of technology with the axis of political 

discourses the heuristics of the ST-map increases. In particular, we see that all 2030 

scenarios are more robust because changes are also based on the direct connection 

between networks of innovators, political discourses and actual policies. The Auto-city 

and the Electri-city scenarios now result from two alternative interpretation of the 

political discourses of economic development and environmental sustainability: as the 

production and sharing of (electric) cars, and as the building of smart grids (connecting 

renewables and electric cars), respectively. The Eco-city scenario is possible only if a 

multitude of local networks supports the shift towards the political discourse of urban 

liveability and the actual integration of all alternatives to the individual car. 

We also analysed the processes that have made Freiburg an Eco-city, instead of a car-

based city (Auto-city), as most European cities are. In particular, we focussed on the 

relationship between decisions of the State and Freiburg local Authorities and between 

local administration and citizens, specially referring to the participation of citizens to 

the decisions of the local administration. A further relationship on which we focused is 

among the policies related to mobility, land use planning and energy. We found that just 

the dynamics of these political relationships – embedding a very specific political 

discourse based on the interpretation of mobility as a constituent of urban liveability, 

but also as a focal point of energy and environmental issues – generated a “city of short 

distances” where the car plays a secondary role.  

The two tests prove that with the integration of political discourses the ST-map 

improves its ability to represent the dynamics of urban mobility (both past and future). 

In particular, the modified ST-map shows that there is a mutual dependence between the 

actual policy approach to urban mobility, and the ability of competing networks of 

influencing the arena where different political discourses face each other. Moreover, it 

is apparent that more sustainable practices of urban mobility may eventually emerge 

only if a new network of innovators is able to scale up a cumulative causation process 

involving legitimation, empowerment and the support bestowed by actual policies. The 

case Freiburg stresses that citizens’ participation to public decisions can be an internal  

motor of such a process. 

The two tests – and in particular the study of the case of Freiburg – also signal the 

need to achieve a better understanding of the role played by policy cultures, practices 

(and, in some cases, innovators) coming from other sectors than urban mobility (e.g., 

urban planning, energy, housing, etc.). This should be the scope of further analysis, with 

a specific attention to other (local) success stories of sustainable urban mobility. 
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